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Overview

� Pensions crisis 

� History

� Reality

� Solutions?
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What is a pension? 2 different things

1. Social welfare (Original state role)

2. Long-term savings vehicle (Later private role)

� Same name, but not the same

� 20th Century employer paternalism caused confusion 

� UK state pension cut as employer schemes grew

� But 21st Century employers won’t do social welfare 

� Lifelong employment rare - final salary schemes going

� Government policy totally misguided

� State pension penalises 40% private savings – crazy!
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Pensions crisis

� Government says no pensions crisis now – WRONG

� Politicians don’t want to deal with it – leave it to someone 
else – short-sighted policies for too long

� There’s no votes in pensions!

� About 20 Ministers in charge of pensions since 1997!

� We all know there’s a huge issue out there – credit crisis 
and QE have worsened pensions crisis

� Accounting standards are not the problem
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History – how did we get here?

� Traditional final salary schemes: Original paternalism, lifelong
workers, 5 year retirement

� UK has most generous private pensions schemes: 2-3 times US level

� Inflation-linking, revaluation, leavers, spouse cover

� Life expectancy soared

� UK Key policy aim – light regulation (hands-off) – Government 
needed good private schemes to offset very low state pension

� Make it easy for employers – no accounting, heroic assumptions 

� Relied on strong equity returns and employers staying committed

� BUT Workers told to rely on these schemes –whole life savings in 
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What went wrong?

� Government put extra burdens on – could never reduce

� Tax surpluses, tax dividends, lax regulation

� Actuarial forecasts all wrong – life expectancy, interest rates, 
inflation, investment returns – contribution holidays

� Maxwell showed regulation too lax – Government tightened laws but 
this didn’t work

� After 1997 employers could walk away, minimum funding and legal 
rules on asset division left workers with nothing

� Huge scandal, naked pensioners marching in streets

� Led to new Regulator and PPF – current system forces reality

� Government determined to stop firms walking away
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Where are we now

� Costs of these promises have soared

� Used to think equity markets would deliver good pensions

� But – equities have not kept up with inflation, longevity or 
bond market returns

� Maturing schemes – need to pay more pensions!

� Surpluses turned out to be illusory, big deficits now

� Liabilities are not ‘optional’ they are real and employers 
struggling to make up shortfalls

� But switching to bonds will lock in deficits – still have 
mismatch of duration, salary inflation, longevity
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Some facts

� 9 out of 10 schemes closed to new members

� 1 in 5 closed to existing members

� Accounting measure from Pension Capital Strategies 
shows 31/12/09 deficit estimate £72 bn

� UKs 200 largest DB schemes have funding shortfalls of 
£90-£100bn – ACA Jan/Feb 2010

� 7 FTSE companies have pension liabilities greater than 
their market cap (BA, BT, Invensys liabs > 2 x mkt cap)

� PPF figures better, but they cover less than full liabilities
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Regulator must protect PPF

� PPF funded only by other pension schemes, no taxpayer or 
Government money – insurance scheme

� Must get companies to fund their pension plans if they can afford 
to do so – Contrast BT and BA – difficult balancing act

� Important to get money in sooner rather than later

� Try not to bankrupt an otherwise good company

� But, if going to be bankrupt anyway then better to get the scheme 
into the PPF sooner rather than later

� Regulator powers not as strong as we think – tPR wants to help 
trustees and firms agree Recovery Plan, front-end load, 10 year?
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BT and BA as an example

� BA £4bn deficit, loss-making, can’t close scheme – Regulator over 
a barrell, watch what happens

� Regulator has delicate balancing act

� However - BT still making profit and paying dividends

� BT deficit March 2008 deficit £9bn (2002 £2.1bn, 2005 £3.4bn) 
Closed scheme to new members in 2001

� Very long-term problem: last BT pensioner still be alive in 2080

� 2010 pension payments £1.5bn pa

� 2033 pension payments will peak at £3bn pa 

� Regulator not happy with back-end loaded 17-year deal to fund 
shortfall – will probably force company to pay more sooner

� Cannot risk BT becoming another BA in a few years’ time
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Investment policy changing

� Very difficult to cope with volatility

� Reduce reliance on equities, increase in bond exposure

� 2009 49% bonds, 2008 41%, 2007 35%

� Actuarial figures may improve if equities and gilt yields 
rise but as schemes cut risk this will help less

� Accounting figures may worsen before they improve

� QE been damaging – pensions are unrecognised 
casualty of credit crisis
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What next?

� Once scheme closed to new members it will close to existing 
members - final chapter for final salary

� Huge additional costs on companies inevitable – hamper 
competitiveness, some will go bust

� Contingent assets – Tesco £500m, Whitbread £150m properties

� Companies will increasingly look to de-risk – buyout, longevity 
protection, swaps, hedging, asset allocation

� Eventually Government must issue more matching assets for 
schemes to protect themselves – help with deficit too

� Move to DC, much lower contributions and much lower risk NEST

� Eventually may be forced to lower 100% requirement on 
companies
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Conclusion

� Final salary is finished

� Most schemes will not manage to plug deficits

� Employers will move more to buy-out and de-risking

� Annuity volume insufficient

� Government deficit will increasingly be funded by 
pensions and insurers funding pensions or annuities

� PPF at risk – 100% cliff-edge could be reduced to require 
employers to only match PPF, not full benefit


